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Abstract: 

Many tests have been included in the test battery for assessing complete psychological profile like 

personality, cognitive functioning, and thinking process. But as many studies have opined that Rorschach 

inkblot test is highly reliable and valid till date it is regarded as a scanning machine of the psychologist. This 

fact was highly proven by the case study where Mr. X had visited for marital conflict where at the surface he 

seemed to be highly responsible and decent person But when psychological tests were administered to 

resolve the blame game the underneath currents revealed something else. The deciding test for reaching to a 

conclusion was Rorschach inkblot test. The main tests used were MCMI, human drawing test, somatic 

inkblot test, Rorschach inkblot test and Thematic Apperception Test. The conclusion drawn from the above 

mentioned case study is that Rorschach inkblot test is the most reliable among the full battery of tests.  
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Introduction:- 

The Rorschach test is one of the most widely used Projective Psychological test in clinical settings for 

diagnosis purpose. The Rorschach has traditionally been considered a projective test consisting of a set of 10 

bilaterally symmetrical inkblots where the psychological health is assessed. By open ended enquiry.  The 

overall goal of the technique is to assess the structure of personality, with particular emphasis on how 

individuals construct their experience (cognitive structuring) and the meanings assigned to their perceptual 

experiences (thematic imagery; Weiner, 1994). The interpretations on Rorschach data can provide 

information on variables such as motivations, response tendencies, cognitive operations, and affectivity, 

personal and interpersonal perceptions. Despite attacks from both in and outside the field of psychology, the 

Rorschach remains one of the most extensively used and thoroughly researched techniques (Archer & 
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Newsom, 2000; Camara et al., 2000; Watkins et al., 1995). This is reflected in the fact that more than 200 

books and 9,000 articles have been written about or using the Rorschach (Exner, 1997).  

The central assumption of the Rorschach is that stimuli from the environment are organized by a person’s 

specific needs, motives, and conflicts, and by certain perceptual “sets.” This need for organization becomes 

more exaggerated, extensive, and conspicuous when subjects are confronted with ambiguous stimuli, such as 

inkblots. Thus, they must draw on their personal internal images, ideas, and relationships to create a 

response. This process requires that persons organize these perceptions as well as associate them with 

experiences and impressions. The central thesis on which Rorschach interpretation is based is  The process 

by which persons organize their responses in the Rorschach test is representative of how they confront other 

ambiguous situations requiring organization and judgment. Once the responses have been made and 

recorded, they are scored according to three general categories: (a) the location, or the area of the inkblot on 

which they focused; (b) determinants, or specific properties of the blot they used in making their responses 

(color, shape, and so on); and (c) the content, or general class of objects to which the response belongs 

(human, architecture, anatomy, etc.). The interpretation of the overall protocol is based on the relative 

number of responses that fall into each of these categories. Some systems also score for the extent to which 

subjects organize their responses (organizational activity), the types of verbalizations, and the meaningful 

associations related to the inkblots.  

 Rorschach ink blot test is one of the diagnostic tools with high reliability that is widely used by clinician for 

diagnostic purpose. Many psychologists have done different types of psychometric tests on their clients but 

most reliable among all the tests is RIBT when it comes to diagnostic psychometric. It is widely used for 

legal purpose, although different modes of computation are present.  

Irving B.Weiner in 1996 published ‘”Current status of the Rorschach Inkblot method” In this article he 

opined  Rorschach Inkblot method is most important in measuring valid assessments of personality 

characteristics and also clarifying differential diagnosis and treatment planning and evaluation.  

In journal of personality Assessment “Clinical utility of the Rorschach inkblot method: reframing the debate 

“Robert F.Bomstein(2001) had also indicated the clinical utility and framing for diagnosis Rorschach inkblot 

method is one of the useful tools in clinical setting.  

In psychological assessment journal A review of recent research Donal J viglione (1999) has addressing the 

relevance of Rorschach inkblot they used in large sample of his empirical, quantitative research .He found 

Rorschach ink blot method is the most important tool for behavioral problem solving and assess  for other 

clinical problems. To justify the above mentioned point a case study has been illustrated as given below.  

http://www.ijrti.org/
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Journal of Clinical Psychology (2001) Irving B. Weiner revealed that Using the Rorschach properly in 

practice and research He describe very well Rorschach Inkblot Test is only test which is better for 

personality test .Its validity is also good because its gives appropriate result . 

Francella A. Quinnell (2001)conducted their study Psychological tests used in child custody evaluations 

which is published in Behavioral Science journal in this study they explored current status of psychological 

tests .they found that importance of Rorschach ink blot test. 

To illustrate the reliability of Rorschach inkblot test a case history is given below: 

Case History:- 

Mr. ABC, 50 years old male Government teacher hails from Vijayawada was referred by Dr Xxx with the 

complaint of unstable mood, stubborn behavior, marital discord. His history is suggestive of consuming 

alcohol, staying separate from his wife for 1 ½ years, narcissistic personality. In order to assess his 

psychological profile full battery was done. But when all tests were giving different results Rorschach Ink 

blot test was included in this battery test for valid results.  

In MCMI the major traits found were aggressive, borderline, negativistic, and dependent. The major 

syndromes were bipolar mania and alcohol dependence .The qualitative score indicated mild impairment.  

In HFDT the major findings were positive mood, high fantasy, grandiosity, striving for in attainable goals 

and depressive tendency.  

In another Inkblot test the major findings were good interpersonal relationships, touch with surroundings 

troubled relationships with wife and father but ego strength and thinking pattern intact. As these tests were 

taken online so finally Rorschach Inkblot Test was taken for enquiry purpose and as he was guarded during 

the case history. And as different test findings were giving conflicting opinions.  

Rorschach inkblot test clearly revealed less ego strength and thought disorder in the form of confabulation, 

Contamination, and illogical thinking making the conclusion clear.  

       In TAT the major conflicts were affiliation /rejection, autonomy /deference. 

The caveat of the test finding is Rorschach inkblot test still stands out tall amongst all other test and is the 

master in the entire band and a best guide to reach to a conclusion but requires a proper assessment and in-

depth understanding of the entire scenario.  

Overall finding indicates that Rorschach Ink Blot test is one of the test highly reliable by  all clinical 

practitioners for a better diagnosis, As per as Rorschach Ink Blot Test is very important test of projective 

techniques which  reveals individuals structure of personality, judgement and their cognitive pattern with 

emotional aspects. That’s why it is a reliable test for the better diagnosis in any complex case .  

http://www.ijrti.org/
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